Tapping the Source

NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST
A reissue of the classic novel that inspired
the movie Point Break and pioneered a
genre. People go to Huntington Beach in
search of the endless parties, the ultimate
highs, and the perfect waves. Ike Tucker
has come to look for his missing sister and
for the three men who may have murdered
her. In that place of gilded surfers and
sun-bleached blonds, Ikes search takes him
on a journey through a twisted world of
crazed Vietnam vets, sadistic surfers, drug
dealers, and mysterious seducers. He looks
into the shadows and finds parties that drift
toward
pointless
violence,
joyless
vacations, and highs you may never come
down from... and a sea of old hatreds and
dreams gone bad. And if hes not careful,
his is a journey from which he will never
return.

- 5 min - Uploaded by Third Side RecordsCocosuma - (Tapping) The Source, from I REFUSE TO GROW UP (2002)
Buy now : http:// tapping the source I cant surf, but its one of those sports that has always held some attraction more
for the lifestyle, if Im honest. The beachTapping the Source: Using the Master Key System for Abundance and
Happiness [John Selby, Richard Greninger, William Gladstone, Jack Canfield, Mark VictorTapping The Source on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST Kem Nunns surf noir classic is a
thrilling plunge into the seedy underbelly of a Southern California beach towntheStart by marking Tapping the Source as
Want to Read: Kem Nunn (born 1948) is an American fiction novelist, surfer, magazine and television writer from
California. He is the author of five novels, including his seminal surf novel Tapping the Source. Surely, youve read
Tapping the Source. Then when he saw I was reading Doug Dorsts short story collection The Surf Guru, he again
Summary Tapping the Source is a missing person mystery set in Huntington Beach, California. The book has tons of
atmosphere surfing,Easy to use, enjoyable to listen to, and effective, Tapping the Source presents a revolutionary new
system for manifesting the harmony, abundance, love, and - 63 min - Uploaded by Bostjan NovakMore about
knowledge, vibration, frequency, life secrets, life water you can see here: http://www Tapping the Source [Kem Nunn]
on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Ike Tucker, desperately searching for his sister Ellen who hasEditorial
Reviews. Review. Kem Nunn is one of a rare breed, a novelist who knows how to plot Tapping the Source: A Novel Kindle edition by Kem Nunn.Tapping the Source. Some say its a movie others call it a movement. What do you think?
Does it speak to politics, religion, economics, business, art, Tapping the Source: Charles Haanel (1866-1949), arguably
the father of self-help, published The Master Key System in 1912, influencing - 4 min - Uploaded by John SelbyTo
manifest what you really want in life, each and every day you need to move through the core Documentary Tapping the
Source (2010). Documentary 18 November 2010 (USA) Tapping the Source Poster Add a Plot NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD FINALIST Kem Nunns surf noir classic is a thrilling plunge into the seedy underbelly of a Southern California
beach townthe Before Point Break, there was Tapping The Source, Nunns 1984 debut novel, which inspired the 1991
movie and its 2015 remake. But aside - 1 min - Uploaded by Beyond Words PublishingSome say its a movieothers call it
a movement. What do you think? Does it speak to politics Buy TAPPING THE SOURCE New edition by Kem Nunn
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(ISBN: 9781901982329) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligiblePeople came to
Huntington Beach in search of the endless party, the ultimate high and the perfect wave. Ike Tucker came to look for his
sister and for the threeTapping the Source by Kem Nunn - NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST Kem Nunns surf
noir classic is a thrilling plunge into the seedy underbelly of a
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